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Ensuring Cyber Security
Due Diligence during an
Acquisition
Abstract
Since the focus of a merger or acquisition, or spin
off is usually on enhancing competitiveness or
scale of operations, cyber security is typically put
on the backburner. The cursory due diligence
conducted before an acquisition seldom results in
a robust security posture. The immediate
challenge for a chief information security ofcer
(CISO) after a merger, is ensuring that the new
entity has a security baseline that measures up to
the risks it faces.
The CISO usually seeks to answer questions such as:
n

How can we ensure that the acquired company
matches the current cyber security posture?

n

Which security functions and components do we
need to upgrade?

n

How can we ensure at least minimum baseline
security?

We recommend a framework that presents a
holistic view of security functions, controls, and
activities that an organization could undertake to
address the questions posed above. With this
framework, CISOs can identify and mitigate
structural shortcomings in the cyber security
posture of an acquired or spun-off entity.
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Ensuring a robust security
posture during M&As
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Despite the global M&A volume of $3.9 trillion in 2016,
organizations are only now waking up to the importance of the
cyber security posture in an M&A transaction. We suggest a
framework (seen in Figure 1) that can help CISOs answer the
questions they may have on cyber security as well as
strengthen the present security posture by supplementing it
with additional controls in the event of an M&A or a spin off.
Enterprises and conglomerates that consist of multiple business
entities can use it to arrive at a common minimum baseline to
ensure a consistent cyber security posture across all entities.
CISOs of new entities formed from a spin off may also nd the
framework useful in constructing or rming up its security
posture. The framework is easy to use and is based on the ve
high-level functions dened in the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework. Each component can be customized based on the
industry and business, applicable laws, regulations and
standards, risk appetite, and security budget.
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Figure 1: An overview of the recommended cyber security framework
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A framework for due diligence
#1 Identify
This is the rst step that the information security team should
take in the event of a merger. This would involve identication
of different aspects of the security posture such as:
n The existing security organization and its governance

structure, including people – the identied tenets include
stafng, reporting, escalation paths, and security metrics.
n The regulations, laws, and standards to be followed along

with compliance mandates.
n Security risks such as cyber supply chain risks, third party

risks, and the organization’s readiness to face eventualities
such as a forensic investigation following an incident.
n Security controls governing the IT operations and practices

that need formal documentation in the form of policies.
n Practices such as bring your own device (BYOD) and cyber

crisis management along with the information security policy
and privacy policy.
n System hardening standards and secure congurations based

on the technology stack. To draft these standards,
organizations can use OEM guidelines and industry best
practices along with guidelines from credible bodies.
#2 Protect
This function denes the defensive side of an organization’s
cyber security posture and could include infrastructure,
applications, data, identity and access management, and
knowledge management.
Infrastructure
This addresses security at end-points and servers.
Infrastructure network security covers conventional solutions
such as rewall, data loss prevention (DLP), and network
intrusion detection and prevention systems (NIDS and NIPS).
And should also include more solutions such as advanced
persistent threat (APT) defense and distributed denial of
service (DDOS) protection. It is ideally based on the types of
risks an organization faces and the business impact of those
risks. If mobiles device are allowed under BYOD, they should
also be included. CISOs could also consider baselining, policy
enforcement, mobile device management solutions, and
encryption.
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Email too can be protected with solutions such as DLP, antispam solutions, and encryption. With regard to cloud
migration, since security governance is at a nascent stage, a
sound cloud protection strategy is required. For the cloud,
priorities include cloud access security broker (CASB) and
agreeing upon SLAs and contractual clauses with the provider,
and solutions that address infrastructure, application, data, and
network security. Operational technology devices (OT) can be
protected using measures such as hardening, patching, and
application whitelisting. The guidelines from the US
Department of Homeland Security suggest measures to
address the security concerns around IoT infrastructure.2
Applications
Application security measures include secure design, threat
modelling, secure coding, code reviews, vulnerability
assessments, penetration testing, as well as the
implementation of a web application rewall.
Data
Data security measures need to be carefully built based on
what data needs to be protected. Apart from security solutions,
security processes are an inherent part of the data protection
strategy. These processes include data classication, data
discovery, non-disclosure agreements for contractors and
vendors, data retention, and destruction. Conventional
solutions such as electronic documents management (EDM),
electronic records management (ERM), as well as database
activity monitoring (DAM), data masking, hashing, and
encryption solutions can also be deployed as part of these
processes.
Identity and access management
Managing, controlling, and governing identities and related
access tools are the foundation of a sound cyber security
protection strategy. Business needs might mandate solutions
for privileged access, access governance, identity lifecycle
management, or password management.
Knowledge management
People are often the weakest link in a cyber security strategy
making the knowledge management sub-function an
indispensable part in the framework. In addition to training and
awareness, knowledge management ensures that employees
have the needed security knowledge.
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#3 Detect
A robust and agile detection function is important for cyber
resilience. This function addresses the security operations
center, vulnerability assessment, digital forensics and malware
analysis, and phishing simulations and fraud detection.
A modern security operations center (SOC) establishes
effective detection rules. It monitors security information and
event management (SIEM) output as well as manages the
threat intelligence eco-system, user behavior and security
analytics, and even intrusion prevention and detection systems
(IDS and IPS) for swift action. The vulnerability assessment
(VA), penetration testing (PT), and red teaming exercises are
often very potent means to gauge the effectiveness of security
controls. Regular VA and PT exercises, supplemented with red
teaming ensure effective detection. Digital forensics and
malware analysis help organizations act swiftly to contain
damage from a breach, support legal redressal, as well help
estimate the extent of the breach. Finally, this function involves
removal of phishing sites and holding phishing simulation drills
to detect employees who are susceptible to phishing attacks. It
also includes deploying fraud detection and prevention
solutions based on the risk appetite of the organization.
#4 Respond
Consider how to use people, processes, and technology to
manage a response to a breach. It denes the roles and
responsibilities of executives who undertake particular activities
during an incident. Dene processes such as procedures to be
followed to manage an incident and the communication matrix
to be followed for different stakeholders. Deploy an incident
lifecycle management tool as well as capabilities to preserve
and produce evidence, and run e-Discovery in the case of a
litigation.
#5 Recover
Preparation is fundamental to the recovery function. Here, a
business continuity and disaster recovery (DR) framework and
policies and procedures are required. These can be
supplemented with DR drills and maintenance of backup data,
baseline images, and last known good congurations as well as
cyber insurance.
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Support functions: Liaising and coordinating with other
operations
Certain aspects of IT operations do not fall under the ambit of
the CISO’s responsibilities but have a bearing on security
operations. To ensure security objectives and SLAs are met,
liaison and coordination is required with these support
functions. These could include functions such as information
asset management, change management, automation, physical
and environmental security, and remediation.
Together this framework enables CISOs to construct or
structure a cyber-security posture quickly in a modular fashion.

Growing importance of cyber security
postures during M&As
Boards of directors are beginning to pay greater attention to an
M&A target's cyber security posture during due diligence. The
New York Stock Exchange and Veracode conducted a survey
among directors and executives to determine the importance of
cyber security in M&A due diligence processes. More than half
of surveyed directors and ofcers claim a high-prole breach
would signicantly lower the valuation and one out of ve say
the revelation of a high-prole data breach at an acquisition
target would deter them entirely from proceeding with the
3
deal. A holistic view of security functions, controls, and
activities that an organization should undertake, can enable
CISOs to successfully ensure security in an M&A or spin off..
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